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 What do you see when you look at the graphic for this sermon? It is not a trick 
question, the art itself was developed to make a point on perspective and there are 
two right answers. Do you see a vase? Do you see two people looking eye to eye?  

 This famous graphic was developed by Edgar Rubin from his research in 
perceptual psychology1, his study of how what we see is shaped by how we think. This 
image is commonly known because Rubin’s research is often taught early in studies of 
psychology. It simply illustrates that as viewers we often see based on what we know. 
In my first psychology class, I think I saw the vase first. But as soon as my professor 
pointed out that it could also be two faces, I saw them immediately because I knew I 
could. As a classroom exercise, my professor gave us a simple, shared experience of 
knowing that it is possible for a single thing to be seen two ways.    

 Today’s gospel reading is one that often third graders in Sunday school and 
other people new to reading the Bible grapple with because Jesus appears to be very 
cranky and unwelcoming. This story is found in Mark 7:24-30. I invite you to take a 
moment to open your Bible, so you have it beside you as you read today’s sermon. 
Reading just those seven verses, Jesus appears not to be very nice. He seems to be 
tired and cranky. But with just a bit of added information from the verses before, this 
Gospel story illustrates how even Jesus’ perspective can change.   

 Let’s widen our lens on this reading by remembering what Jesus was involved 
with in the paragraphs right before. 

Mark is our earliest gospel, widely believed by most scholars to be a primary 
written source used by both Matthew and Luke as they wrote their gospels. Of the 
four gospels, Mark is the one gospel focused on Jesus’ humanity more than his 
divinity. In modern terms, Mark’s gospel is much like the footage shot by an 
eyewitness that makes its way first into the news and then into the historical record, 

                                         
1 Perceptual psychology is a branch of cognitive psychology. https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/ 
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such as we know happened with eyewitness footage of the deaths of both John F. 
Kennedy and George Floyd. Mark’s gospel is raw and lets us decide if Jesus is the 
Christ.   

While it is tempting to read today’s lesson from Mark’s gospel as a stand-alone 
story, careful readers know Mark put his stories about Jesus in an order that helps us 
meet Jesus just as people met him in his lifetime. Today’s passage is one that lifted 
away from the stories that surround it can be interpreted many ways depending on the 
reader’s perspective. As this story begins, a very tired Jesus tried to slip quietly into a 
house in Tyre for the night. But his arrival in Tyre was noticed by a woman with 
hope.  

Before we go on, let’s remember how Jesus came to Tyre wanting to be 
unnoticed. The first 23 verses of Mark 7 took place in a Jewish settlement, 
Gennesaret,2 where both Pharisees and disciples were confused by Jesus’ teachings 
about sin. Every teacher has had teaching days like Jesus had there, days that leave 
them tired and discouraged. It was a long, hard day in Gennesaret that left Jesus and 
his disciples tired and cranky on the evening they arrived in Tyre.  

Tyre was far older and much more diverse than Gennesaret, founded by the 
Phoenicians about 3000 years3 before Jesus tried to slip in unnoticed. Then as now, 
Tyre was an active port city on the Mediterranean. As readers, we can assume 
reasonably that Jesus and his disciples would not have stood out as a Jewish men. 
Most people saw them as faithful pilgrims on their way to Jerusalem. 

But one woman recognized Jesus as the Christ he was. We wish we knew her 
name. Mark only told us she was Syrophoenician, and her daughter was processed by 
a demon. She appeared to have hope that one day, Jesus would travel through Tyre on 
his way to Jerusalem. She seemed to have been looking for him. 

So, do you now have this enhanced scene in your mind’s eye? Jesus was tired 
and looking for a good night’s rest in a port town. He tried to slip in unnoticed, a 
Jewish man making a pilgrimage to Jerusalem seeking a place to sleep that night. But 
this mother noticed him and asked him to heal her daughter. With just a glance, Jesus 
judged her as unworthy of his ministry. It is hard to think of any other story where  
Jesus’ human nature was so fully on display.  

                                         
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinneret_(archaeological_site) 
3 https://www.worldhistory.org/Tyre/  
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The Message4 by Eugene Peterson catches their short conversation well. When 
she asked for help Jesus replied, “Stand in line and take your turn. The children get 
fed first. If there’s any left over, the dogs get it.” 

Full of hope for her daughter, she snapped right back at him, “Of course, 
Master. But don’t dogs under the table get scraps dropped by the children?”         

Her comeback cut through his fatigue! This woman standing in front of him 
gets it! This mother knew how children feed scraps, especially scraps they do not want 
to eat, to dogs waiting below the table for food to fall from above. She challenges him 
to live into his teaching that the Pharisees and disciples could not understand. She 
appealed not to tired, human Jesus, but to Christ the Promised One of God whose 
love and message is manna from heaven for all descendants of Adam and Eve.  

Answered with his own teaching Christ responded, “You’re right! On your way! 
Your daughter is no longer disturbed. The demonic affliction is gone.” With that a 
believing woman left Jesus and went home expecting her daughter was fully healed.  

Now aware of the bigger story Mark wrote, what do we now make of this story 
of Jesus? Does it challenge how we live now?  

How this story challenges each of us depends on our perspective. Often, we 
see a story of Jesus relies heavily on what we know, mostly through what we have 
experienced.  

For example, in the late 60’s Daddy was in his thirties at home and still wore a 
crew cut while young men often had long hair, looking a lot like a stained-glass 
portrait of Jesus. Circumstances left my dad with only had a high school diploma, so 
he worked at the paper mill in Cloquet to support our family of six. Often at the 
papermill older men would judge the young guys only by their hair and snap “Get a 
haircut! You lazy hippy!” One very cold winter morning after a midnight shift 
Daddy’s car would not start. Other men from his shift walked past him, eager to go 
home and get to sleep. Only one man stopped to help Daddy jump his car, a hippy 
with long hair. Working shifts in the mill, my dad didn’t always make it to church on 
Sunday, but in that moment this story of Christ came alive. That moment changed 
how Daddy treated others as quickly as Jesus changed his mind with the woman’s 
answer. Daddy often told this story of how he learned to see people as people and 
stop judging them only by how they look. 

                                         
4 These dialog quotes were all copied and pasted from the following site:  
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Mark+7 
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We can always hope Jesus was never as cranky as a papermill worker at the end 
of a midnight shift, but simply seized an opportunity to teach by example. We do 
know Mark told this story to help us see what Jesus taught shaped how he lived. Like 
the Syrophoenician woman, we can learn to see with Christ’s perspective. As we get 
better at seeing with Christ’s perspective, we will we get better at imitating Christ. 

In his letter to the church James asked us to imagine ourselves gathering here at 
church for worship when two people walk in. One is well dressed wearing an 
expensive ring. The other is wearing in tattered rags. Humans for reasons both good 
and bad are made to judge everyone we meet, and we generally prefer the person who 
looks most like us, or the person who looks like they could help us. However, if we 
stop and see only with our culturally conditioned vision, we are not seeing with 
Christ’s vision. To be a Christian is to be like Christ. Whenever we attempt to see like 
Christ, we temper our perspective with his grace.   

One Christian life goal is to see people as people, not as something other. 
Often how we see is each other tempered by racism, sexism, or ageism. Always how 
we see is shaped by our experience. But as we become more like Christ, we learn to 
see past our first perception to see from Christ’s perspective.  

Clearly, Jesus learned to see past his first perception. When Jesus first saw this 
mother in need, he saw an enemy. Still, he spoke to her when most Jewish men would 
have shunned her. He told her why he could not heal her daughter. When his 
explanation did align with what she had heard of his teaching and healing work, she 
came back quick and just as nasty. In a heartbeat Jesus saw not an enemy but a person 
who “got it.” She understood his message that God’s love is for everyone. She 
understood what Christ was sent to teach and do. And she expected him to do it. 

This mother in need understood Christ better than either the Pharisees or the 
disciples. Hearing her speak, Jesus responded not to her looks but to her faith. Her 
daughter was healed.  

As Christians, we must seek a perspective like Christ’s. When we meet 
someone who does not look like what we expect, a breath prayer asking for Christ’s 
perspective will help us to see if this is a person like us, a person who is seeking of 
God’s love for the world.  

Amen.  


